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To Our Readers:

We’d love to hear about changes, projects or plans that you have 

for 2016! Email Amanda at Amanda@ChamplinAndAssociates.com 

to tell us what’s new with you! Take a look at what our team had 

to say...

AMANDA ALFARO
This year I’ve decided to stop putting sugar in my coffee. I haven’t 
given up on my creamer yet (although I have limited how much 
coffee and creamer I intake) but I have eliminated adding sugar. 
Negativity is like a poison. I’m striving to be sensitive and selective 
with whom I spend my time, making sure the people and things I 
surround myself are positive and supportive.

REBEKAH CHAMPLIN
This year I’ve been focusing on making small changes. Too often, 
I try to set goals for myself that aren’t specific enough and I never 
really achieve them. As far as a healthy habit, I realized that if I want 
to see results, I need to be willing to put in the work. So, I decided 
to continue picking out abdominal challenges to stick to. Even 
though I’m seeing some physical results, it feels to great to finally 
see myself setting a goal and actually following through.

BRAD CHAMPLIN
This year has brought lots of exciting projects along. Our big move 
recently has me setting lots of goals for the coming months. I’m 
hoping to finish the inside of our barn with the electric and lights. 
Once that’s done, I want to focus on rebuilding our farm tractor to 
be able to use it at our new home. One thing I love about having the 
big barn is being able to work on projects all year. With that, I’ll be 
working with my brother to finish rebuilding his Harley motorcycle. 
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RACHEL ADONIS
NFL Super Bowl champion, Founder/President of Champion 
Academy, and inspiring motivational speaker, Roland Williams, 
recently challenged me to identify MY “SUPER BOWLS”. Imagining 
how the Denver Broncos felt as the final seconds recorded the 
end of SUPER BOWL 50 and the 24-10 final score, I searched my 
heart and mind for challenges that would reward me with that 
sense of accomplishment. I hope to train for and complete a 70K 
bike ride down the Genesee Valley Greenway Trail in September 
in celebration of a friend’s 70th birthday. In addition, I want to 
read one book every quarter. How I long for the simpler time 
that included treks to the public library, excitedly walking the 
mile home with a stack of books to read over the next few days. 
Over the years I’ve allowed life to get so full, complicated and 
complex that I struggle to find the quiet time to enjoy a literary 
adventure. Finally, I want to make special plans for fun and 
meaningful one-on-one time with each one of my sisters and 
brother, all living in other states.  Everyone’s been busy getting an 
education, advancing in their careers, raising children…. then we 
compounded it all by the geographic distances among us. Now 
that I’ve reached the “high noon” of my life, plus a few minutes, 
I appreciate more and more that at the end of the day, it really is 
about good health, a nimble mind and family.  That would be MY 
“SUPER BOWL”!

DAN BIVIANO 
My goal to work on this year has to do with my practice habits for 
music. I have always been able to play “by ear” which has served 
me well over the years with my guitar, piano and vocals. It has 
also hindered my growth when it comes down to the details and 
practicing perfectly. This 
year I am getting the 
music, double checking 
my work, and practicing 
perfectly. I am looking 
forward to the results!
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